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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has rocked the world in innumerable ways. This Article argues that the COVID-19 pandemic has a silver lining for law students in experiential learning programs. The pandemic has forced law schools across the country to fully utilize remote learning technology. The pandemic similarly forced courts to accept virtual tools in an environment that had previously relied primarily on in-person appearances. The lessons that law faculty and judges have learned from the pandemic will be permanent and may change the methods of operation going forward. Law schools that embrace the lessons they learned can help their law students and graduates be better prepared for a new practice environment, as distance learning and virtual law practice are likely here to stay. This article discusses why, despite what some may think, remote learning can happen successfully with experiential education and why virtual experiences will benefit students, their employers, and the public in the future. This article offers a guide as to how one law school, with a long history of remote delivery\(^3\), made this pivot, and offers concrete guidance for other schools that might want to continue using virtual technology to help deliver experiential education post-pandemic.

In Part II of this article, we describe the legal academy’s historic resistance to remote learning and the standards that govern experiential learning.\(^4\) We analogize law school resistance to remote experiential learning to the resistance of parts of our judiciary system in embracing remote court operations. In Part III, we document the way in which COVID changed the world of legal education and the courts. In Part IV, we offer our thesis that virtual or hybrid legal practice is here to stay, and virtual experiential learning is essential training for the modern law student. In Part V, we discuss several pedagogical modifications that should be made to address challenges that arise from the virtual practice format and how to most effectively teach law students. Additionally, we discuss best practices for designing fully remote and hybrid clinic and externship courses. Lastly, in Part VI, we discuss the broader lessons on how remote work in experiential settings can lead the way for transforming modern legal education post-pandemic and provide concrete guidance on how to do so. Finally, we offer an appendix, outlining some practical guidance and a checklist to utilize when designing remote or hybrid externships and clinics.

I. Introduction

This Article explains that the coronavirus pandemic will forever transform the way that we practice law and will likely have a lasting impact on the delivery of legal education. With the appropriate tools and technology, both the legal profession and legal academia can thrive in a virtual work environment and may even come to embrace tele-lawyering. The legal education system has historically been reluctant to embrace remote learning, especially in an experiential learning context. When designing learning outcomes to ensure that law graduates have the necessary skills and knowledge to succeed in 21st century practice, remote clinical and externship experiences can serve as important tools to fill that knowledge gap. Experience

\(^3\) Penn State Dickinson Law was uniquely situated to embrace the transition to remote technology based on years of experience with distance learning having received one of the first American Bar Association variances for distance learning in 2006.

matters when hiring and educational training in the virtual workplace is integral to that experience in a post-COVID-19 marketplace.

II. The Legal Profession’s Resistance to Remote Work

Working from home or working remotely has often held a negative connotation in the legal industry. Conjuring up images of disconnection, separation, or otherwise being outside the fray, remote work suggested isolation and unproductivity. Historically, the perception was that you needed to be physically present in the office, in the courthouse, or with your colleagues in order to successfully practice as an attorney. Yet advances in technology continue to challenge the traditional norms of office face time, and certainly the COVID-19 pandemic changed everything work-related. A survey was completed in March of 2020 of 3,000 knowledge workers, and the results were analyzed according to industry. More than half of those surveyed in the legal profession responded that they could work from home with little or no difficulty and only a small percentage indicated that their job cannot be done from home. One aim of this article is to suggest that connection and engagement can be maintained in a virtual work environment. Furthermore, providing law students with the virtual work experience provides an opportunity to build professional skills in this new work paradigm. These remote working experiences will undoubtably be valuable for law students in their future careers as lawyers. Please note, the authors use the terms remote and virtual interchangeably in this article but acknowledge that it is more accurate to speak in terms of virtual rather than remote operations when there is effective technology that enables us to connect and collaborate from home environments.

A. The Legal Academy’s Resistance to Remote Learning

Law schools have historically valued a pedagogical design of Socratic teaching in a formal in-class doctrinal environment. Law schools’ accrediting body, the American Bar Association (hereinafter ABA), has required in-person instruction through its accreditation rules and required law schools to seek special waivers for any form of remote / distance learning. ABA Standard 306 sets out parameters for distance education. Perhaps these strict guidelines were focused on appropriate concerns related to quality of education, or financial motivations, or old-fashioned ideas of learning. Yet non-law school academic institutions have pursued and advanced various forms of distance learning for many years prior to when the global pandemic hit the world in the spring of 2020. The coronavirus pandemic forced the ABA to make

5 Out of the top 10 most helpful hiring criteria, participation in an externship was listed as #3 and participation in a law school clinic was listed as #6 (page 7 of the report). Alli Gerkman & Logan Cornett, Foundations for Practice, Hiring the Whole Lawyer: Experience Matters, IAALS (2017), https://iaals.du.edu/sites/default/files/documents/publications(foundations_for_practice_hiring_the_whole_lawyer.pdf).
8 Id.
necessary recommendations supporting remote learning in legal education considering extraordinary and emergency conditions.\(^9\)

In addition to Socratic-style doctrinal classes, the legal academy has favored an “in the trenches” approach to experiential learning, with beliefs that learning takes place in-person in a legal office which includes first-hand observation of lawyering skills in action. Legal educators and the ABA recognized the value of getting out of the classroom and into the courtroom to learn about what it means to be a lawyer. While experiential learning within the field of law has a long history, recent changes to the ABA law school standards mandate that law students must have a minimum of six credits of experiential learning courses in order to graduate from law school.\(^10\) The experiential learning standards do not explicitly address distance or remote experiential learning options. Until recently, many schools were reluctant to permit remote externships or clinics, due to the requirement in ABA Standard 304 that the experience include a “substantial lawyering experience” that involves representing clients or engaging in other lawyering tasks.\(^11\) Traditionally, these experiential learning opportunities did not include remote lawyering experiences.

1. A Brief History of Experiential Learning in Legal Education

In the United States, until the end of the end of the 19th century, lawyers were educated primarily through apprenticeships in law offices as well as self-directed reading of legal texts.\(^12\) More formal law schools developed at the end of the 19th century and utilized a casebook method for teaching.\(^13\) It was not until 1921 when the ABA developed standards for legal education.\(^14\) The initial accrediting standards did not compel nor encourage experiential learning.\(^15\) By the middle of the twentieth century, several formalized experiential learning programs developed across the country, providing law students the opportunity to practice their skills while simultaneously offering free legal assistance to low income clients. Also, in 1921 the


\(^10\) See Managing Director’s Guidance Memo on Standards 303(a)(3), 303(b), and 304, ABA Section of Legal Educ. and Admissions to the Bar, (March 2015), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_education_and_admissions_to_the_bar/governancedocuments/2015_standards_303_304_experiential_course_requirement_authcheckdam.pdf.


\(^15\) JOY AND KUEHN, supra note 13 at 187.
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching identified important components of preparing students for the practice of law, which included practical skill training.\textsuperscript{16}

By the end of the 20\textdegree{} century (1980), nearly every law school in the country had at least one clinical course.\textsuperscript{17} The MacCrate Report published in 1992 recommended that law schools develop or expand their lawyering skills offerings and urged changes to the ABA Standards.\textsuperscript{18} In 2007, \textit{Best Practices for Legal Education} noted that “it is only in the in-house clinics and some externships where students' decisions and actions can have real consequences and where students' values and practical wisdom can be tested and shaped before they begin law practice.”\textsuperscript{19} The goal of experiential learning opportunities is to provide students with much needed practical skills training, and to allow students the opportunity to apply theories learned in the classroom to a practice-based setting. While the world adapts to virtual and remote work arrangements, allowing students to participate in remote experiential learning will provide them with the real-world application of serving clients in the current legal market and working with colleagues in today’s virtual legal workforce.

2. Overview of the ABA Experiential Learning Standards

Although the ABA Standards for Legal Education were promulgated first in 1921, it was not until 1996 that ABA Standards specified that law schools had to provide opportunities for experiential education for all students.\textsuperscript{20} Then, approximately twenty years later, the ABA council met and revised the Standards to require at least six credits of experiential courses.\textsuperscript{21}

While many law students seek employment during law school for both income and experience, the experiential learning component of law school is a distinctly different experience. Experiential learning through credit-based externships or clinical courses are an academic program with identified learning goals, supervision, assessment and reflective learning. Clinical teachers are most typically members of law school faculty and generally organize clinical programs to integrate theory with a substantial lawyering experience. Externship supervisors collaborate with law schools by agreeing to provide an educational experience for extern students. Both externships and clinical programs have navigated to remote platforms during the pandemic and can continue to provide an enriching academic experience in the following ways: teaching students professional responsibility skills, oral advocacy, legal research and writing, client interviewing, etc. Students earning academic credit can still have enriched learning in virtual experiential settings.

\textsuperscript{16} Alfred Zantzinger Reed, Carnegie Found. For the Advancement of Teaching, Training for the Public Profession of the Law: Historical Development and Principal Contemporary Problems of Legal Education in the United States with Some Accounts of Conditions in England and Canada (1921). This early Carnegie study of legal education is referred to as the Reed Report.
\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id.} at 15.
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{JOY}, supra note 4, at 570. See also \textit{Report of the Task Force on Law Schools and the Profession: Narrowing the Gap, Legal Education and Professional Development – An Educational Continuum}, ABA Section of Legal Educ. and Admissions to the Bar (1992) [hereinafter MacCrate Report].
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{JOY}, supra note 4 at 572-573.
\textsuperscript{21} \textit{See ABA Managing Director’s Guidance Memo}, supra note 10.
B. The Court Systems’ Resistance to Remote Operations

Court systems have traditionally placed great value on in-person proceedings. A law review article from 1999, describes how “technology largely sidestepped the courtroom,” yet references the trend towards high-technology courtrooms. The article goes on to report that as of 1999, an increasing number of courtrooms were developing capability for remote, two-way testimony via videoconferencing. Yet video conferencing courts date back to the 1970’s, for example, when Illinois courts began experimenting with video conferencing in 1972.

Concerned about the future of technology in the court room, a Working Conference on Technology-Augmented Litigation was developed in 1998 and concluded that adoption of courtroom technology was unstoppable. Since September 11, 2001, federal and state governments have taken steps to ensure continuity of government in the event of a disaster. Hurricane Katrina certainly demonstrated the need for courts to have a plan for functioning in case of disaster, yet many court systems still struggled to solidify plans for smooth remote operations.

Courts have routinely employed multiple technology products for conducting their operations but not all courts were ready to transition to complete remote operations in March of 2020. Despite the lack of planning on the part of some court systems, many forms of legal practice had effectively moved to remote technology decades ago. For example, “televideo” was introduced to immigration courts in the 1990s. Online dispute resolution took root in 1996 and spread in various directions, fueled by alternative dispute resolution’s reputation for fostering efficiency and cost-savings for courts and disputing parties. Research indicates that Adjudicatory Online Arbitration which focuses on evidentiary submissions and provides disputants with the opportunity to present their cases and obtain a substantive determination on their claims, provides finality to help provide quick access to remedies. Furthermore, online dispute resolution has been touted for its convenience, speed, low-cost, and travel and paper savings. Research has demonstrated additional benefits to online arbitration, such as consumer empowerment related to the anonymity and comfort of communicating from one’s home or office.

In-court litigation can often be very traumatic and stressful for everyone, and especially for consumers and other individuals unfamiliar or intimidated by the courtroom experience. Even

23 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id. at 4.
30 Id. at 193.
31 Id. at 200.
well-seasoned attorneys can get nervous walking into a courtroom. The trauma can be tenfold for individuals who may have never even been inside of a courthouse, particularly if they are not represented by counsel. Judges, court staff and lawyers say they have discovered a surprise upside of going virtual during the pandemic: technology can make the justice system much more accessible for abuse victims. Remote victim testimony is not new, as Congress passed the Child Witnesses Rights Act in 1994 to give child witnesses the ability to testify through a two-way closed-circuit television or taped deposition. Remote proceedings have allowed child victims to testify on camera, rather than facing their perpetrators inside an imposing courtroom. Research on the benefits of using video conferencing for crime victims is the subject of much research and is well covered in other articles. Despite some reticence and technology delays, the move to virtual lawyering is spreading and law students must be ready to adapt to virtual practice.

III. How COVID-19 Changed Delivery of Legal Education and Operations of the Court System

The Coronavirus pandemic disrupted the delivery of legal services and legal education by a sudden and dramatic closure to the standard in-person operations, while converting delivery to an online format. Law schools turned to the ABA as the accrediting body for guidance. Court systems scrambled to adjust, perhaps with less uniformity and standards than academia. Both institutions, legal academia and the courts, continued to serve their constituents albeit in new ways and perhaps not seamlessly at first. Hopefully both institutions have taken the time and effort to develop and incorporate best practices to sustain online operations going forward.

A. Law School Operations in the Time of Coronavirus

Law schools across the country quickly developed remote teaching operations in March of 2020. Traditional class sessions were conducted virtually. As higher education institutions transitioned from in-person classroom teaching to online instruction due to the COVID-19 pandemic, new challenges were presented for experiential learning programs. The American Bar Association provided guidance to law schools to deal with the “emergency departure from normal operation.” Yet limited guidance was offered for adaptations to experiential learning programs.

32 Id. at 202.
34 Id.
36 ABA Standard 107(a)(1) provides for variances from the requirements of the Standards “in extraordinary circumstances in which compliance … would create or constitute extreme hardship for the law school and/or its students.” If a disaster or emergency requires a substantial disruption to the law school’s academic programs in a way that implicates compliance with the ABA Standards, the law school should seek a variance when possible. For example, in the wake of an emergency, a law school may conclude that it needs a variance for the time needed to return to normal operation. See Managing Director’s Guidance Memo, Emergencies and Disasters, ABA Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar (Feb.
courses and many schools had to scramble to adjust. Students began adjusting to the virtual classroom, while experiential learning faculty scrambled to address remote operations of clinics and externships.

B. The Impact of COVID-19 on the Court System

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, some courts were resistant to embracing remote operations. For centuries, litigation-based law practice has involved meeting with clients in person, reviewing their cases, drafting documents, filing paper pleadings and arguing your case standing in a suit before the bench. Not until the late 1980’s did courts begin to revolutionize law practice through electronic case management. Slowly court jurisdictions began to allow electronic filing of pleadings. While the ability to electronically file court pleadings fundamentally changed law practice, attorneys continued to show up in person for client meetings, courtroom arguments, and other proceedings. Only rare circumstances allowed for deviation from this practice, such as natural disasters as in Hurricane Katrina. The COVID-19 pandemic initially shut down many court operations, including even the U.S. Supreme Court. After a period when only emergency hearings were being held, courts developed procedures for remote operations to address the scheduling backlog. Court administrators struggled with re-scheduling previously cancelled hearings, issuing of administrative orders, and implementing a secure virtual operation system. For courts without an electronic filing system, this created additional administrative issues with limited access to closed court buildings. As virtual hearings began, courts struggled with litigant’s access to internet, computers, and further delays in proceedings. Slowly, virtual operations began to function more smoothly.

IV. Virtual Experiential Learning is Essential Training for the Modern Law Student

During this global pivot to remote education, law schools across the country rushed to embrace online learning as a new means of educating law students. Change is sometimes painful and at a minimum uncomfortable, but it is essential for growth. This is often advice we share with students as they develop their own professional identity in practice. This advice is also what we as clinical and externship faculty took seriously as we adapted during the crisis. There are various challenges to transitioning to a virtual externship or clinic setting. Once these challenges are identified and addressed, they can serve as opportunities to develop remote work competencies necessary for lawyers to succeed in the current legal marketplace.

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_education_and_admissions_to_the_bar/20-20-guidance-on-disasters-and-emergencies.pdf

In August 2018, the ABA updated its Standard 306 and expanded to 30 the number of online-course credits that law students may apply towards their J.D. degree—with a maximum of ten such credits in the first year of law school. See ABA Standard 306(e), 2019-2020 Standards for Approval of Law Schools, ABA (2019), https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/standards/.


Moving beyond crisis mode, it was important for us to learn from the challenges presented so that we could implement best practices for remote clinics and externships going forward. Post-pandemic, we plan to continue to utilize a hybrid approach, incorporating some remote learning and instruction in the experiential learning curriculum as we believe it to be essential to modern lawyer development and training.39

A. Thesis: Virtual and Hybrid Practice is Here to Stay

Tele-lawyering, or “technology-enabled access to legal assistance”40 is not new. As previously mentioned, remote practice has been embraced successfully in the arbitration context41, but less smoothly in other contexts such as immigration removal proceedings.42 With the globalization of legal practice, lawyers have had access to both formal and informal networks across states, office locations and even internationally.43 Since the start of the coronavirus pandemic, virtual legal practice expanded exponentially out of necessity due to the global health crisis. Many signs suggest that some form of virtual or hybrid practice will be here to stay. As many firms consider the pandemic’s impact on their bottom line (and their ability to return to a socially-distanced office environment), physical office space is a significant cost to justify when many lawyers have proven their ability to perform the tasks of their job remotely. As one example, Husch Blackwell, an Am Law 200 Law Firm with 622 attorneys, announced that 50 employees and 40 attorneys will permanently work-from-anywhere” in a virtual office branded “The Link.”44

B. Teaching about Virtual Practice will Help Law Students Thrive in a New Practice Environment

If we look to Professor David I.C. Thomson’s definition of experiential learning, it has three essential elements: (1) an emphasis on the student learning experience; (2) placement of

39 When asked about the importance of technology and innovation to success in the legal profession, 58% of legal practitioners indicated that it is necessary in the short term to learn and use relevant technologies effectively. Alli Gerkman & Logal Cornett, Foundations for Practice The Whole Lawyer and The Character Quotient, IAALS (2016), https://iaals.du.edu/sites/default/files/documents/publications/foundations_for_practice_whole_lawyer_character_quotient.pdf.


students in the role of attorneys; and (3) a focus on professional identity formation.\textsuperscript{45} It follows that as legal practice adapts to changing times, clinic and externship curricula must also adapt accordingly to ensure that students are taught about new and evolving practice environments in which attorneys operate—such as the virtual setting. The skills necessary to operate effectively in a virtual setting are not dissimilar from skills that legal employers already seek in entry level lawyers: communication skills, professionalism, personal discipline and accountability, and workload management.\textsuperscript{46} However, these skills take on a new dimension in a virtual environment because they are practiced differently. Those students who might excel in an in-person experience where they can drop-by their supervisor’s office door at a moment’s notice, may struggle to maintain connection, support and motivation while working remotely. Networking in a virtual environment is much different than in-person and requires more intentionality and advance planning. Trust, accountability, and an outcomes-based management strategy are essential. Therefore, it is important to dedicate clinical and externship class time to discussions surrounding virtual office communication, professional presentation and appearance while working remotely, virtual networking and experience of office culture, seeking feedback and continuing to maintain virtual participation opportunities with the client, court system, supervisor and team strategy meetings. The American Academy of Appellate Lawyers recently released a report recommending the importance of practice sessions for lawyers and judges as they adapt to remote practice.\textsuperscript{47} Providing law students with these “practice sessions” as part of their experiential learning opportunities in virtual practice environments is an important tool for preparing for their future careers.

C. The Elements of a Successful Hybrid Legal Practice

Remote work arrangements are not new, although the legal profession has been slower to embrace virtual practice than other industries. The federal government has been a strong proponent of hybrid telework arrangements (including for agency attorneys) and through the U.S. Office of Personnel Management has provided annual reports to Congress since the passage of the Telework Enhancement Act of 2010.\textsuperscript{48} According to data from 2018, 42% of federal employees were eligible to telework and of those who were eligible to telework, 51% teleworked in 2018.\textsuperscript{49} The Telework Enhancement Act of 2010 is instructive in that it provides some structural and procedural requirements for establishing a telework program at the federal government level. Participation in a federal telework program requires a written agreement signed by the employee.

\textsuperscript{46} See IAALS Foundations for Practice Study, supra note 39 (these skills are listed in the top 10 foundations necessary for young lawyers to master in the short term. Workload management appears twice in the top 10 foundations necessary to be acquired over time).
and supervisor that outlines the specific work arrangement, interactive telework training, and security guidelines. Many of these requirements are best practices for virtual work arrangements and are also recommended in a legal practice setting.

Additionally, in a hybrid virtual and in-person legal practice, the transferability, accessibility and security of resources and equipment becomes of utmost importance. A lawyer may have a designated home work space where they are able to connect remotely to the cloud or a secure server to access client files, but they come in to the office to utilize shared meeting space for client or team strategy meetings. In the virtual office, structure and schedule are important elements as well. Communication with supervisors, clients, colleagues and interns remains of utmost importance so transparency and consistency of schedule can be helpful. In many circumstances, virtual work may rely on the use of alternative means of communication through What’s App, text, Google Hangouts or other chat communication tools. With commuting eliminated, availability and time efficiency may increase. However, setting boundaries and expectations regarding responsiveness remain important, especially when many attorneys feel pressured to stay connected and respond 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.

A virtual practice or hybrid practice requires adjustments in the way that lawyers have typically interacted with the judicial system or their clients. Many legal practices already utilize online forms and online document collection. Sometimes this can present challenges for clients who lack access to a reliable internet source, yet many smartphones have document scanning apps and capabilities. Additionally, electronic signatures, e-documents and e-filing have become increasingly popular and were relied on more significantly during the pandemic. Lastly, maintaining professionalism in the virtual office also requires additional foresight to set up an appropriate space for video conference calls, remote depositions and other virtual court proceedings and to take extra care to set up the camera to allow for direct engagement while on video.

V. Teaching Virtual Practice Effectively

Clinical classroom teaching and learning, either through in-person classes or through online distance learning requires a distinct set of competencies. Learning to practice law virtually utilizes another similar, yet distinct skill set. Best practices in the virtual classroom and best practices for conducting legal work in a virtual setting are distinguishable and should be separately addressed in order to ensure that the clinic or externship experience remains a robust educational experience. In this section, we will discuss some of the challenges presented by virtual

---

52 5 U.S.C. § 6504(c).
experiential education and how to adapt to continue as a compliment to the virtual practice experience that the student is gaining.

A. Common Challenges of Virtual Experiential Education

Experiential learning programs are generally divided into two categories: in-house clinical programs directed by faculty members and external programs of varying models where students are supervised by practicing attorneys and faculty supervisors, commonly referred to as externships. The three major challenges inherent within the virtual work environment for students regardless of practice environment or experience type are (1) access to necessary resources and appropriate security to preserve confidential client information; (2) communication and engagement with clients, colleagues and supervisors; and (3) project management skills, structure and motivation. In Appendix 1 that follows this article, we offer a Virtual Clinic and Externship Checklist that includes on-boarding and orientation questions to address these challenges as well as engagement strategies to promote inclusion and limit social isolation.

1. Security and Access

Remote work requires that students have complete access to the technology and resources to complete their work such as a designated workspace, internet access, cloud computing capability, shared drives and case management software necessary for maintaining client confidentiality. Many state bars continue to reinforce that attorneys have a duty of technological competence which extends to ensuring client confidentiality while working in a remote setting.54 In the home office setting, managing both electronic and paper confidential client documents becomes a concern. Student externs or clinic students who are completing their experience for academic credit are often working on a part-time basis and do not have access to the same resources as employees such as organization-issued lap-tops. Instead, students are forced to rely on their personal lap-tops, cell phones and wi-fi connections in order to work virtually. Furthermore, students are less likely to have a formal dedicated workspace or home office, or they may need to share a home workspace with a roommate, partner or entire family unit. Especially in shared workspaces, it is important for students to understand the importance of preserving confidential client conversations and client information.

2. Communication and Engagement

There are unique challenges to forming close connections with colleagues, supervisors and clients from a distance. When connecting remotely, there is value in being able to virtually “see” those with whom you are working.55 Telemedicine literature includes information on the importance of eye contact when developing trusting patient relationships.56 In the midst of the “zoom-boom”, there have been concerns about the security and privacy of videoconference

technology. When deciding what interactive collaboration tools to use, it is best to consult a technology professional, although the National Security Agency has issued a useful guidance sheet on evaluating and selecting collaboration technology.

The virtual experience directly impacts the student-supervisor relationship, the student-client relationship and the student-student relationship. In an in-person office setting, “water cooler talk”, open-door policies and informal bonding opportunities present a critical aspect of how students learn about office culture and develop their own sense of professional identity. This type of informal interaction and camaraderie can be hard to replicate online, although it is still possible despite being different. Depending upon the type of organization and practice area, access to clients may also be limited in a virtual office practice. Likewise, students may miss out on the opportunity to problem-solve and informally discuss cases with other externs if they are not intentionally connected with them while working remotely. Furthermore, constant screen-time and communicating via videoconferencing can lead to fatigue. If social isolation and inclusion are not addressed early in the remote externship or clinic experience, it can lead to lack of motivation and disengagement from the educational opportunity. Interestingly, research has demonstrated that interacting through a computer actually increases individuals’ self-awareness, which is another common goal of experiential learning. Online student engagement is critical to student learning. Virtual experiential learning can provide that opportunity for critical student engagement, as compared to more traditional lecture courses.

3. Project Management and Structure

By now, many of you have seen cartoon circulated which ponders “I can’t remember – do I work at home or do I live at work?” Creating boundaries between personal time and professional time while working and living out of the same space can be challenging. Establishing daily rituals and a daily schedule can help. At the same time, appearing from our home environment can be a great equalizer in that it diminishes some of the traditional hierarchy that exists between a faculty member and students in a formal classroom setting or supervisor and student-student relationship.

---

students in a workplace setting.\textsuperscript{63} For students to see their supervisors or faculty members in a home environment can help with developing a more personal connection.

An important skill for new lawyers to gain is “organization and management of legal work.”\textsuperscript{64} These skills can best be gained through clinic or externship experiences as they offer a setting in which students can learn a framework of self-directed learning, which includes “teaching students goal-setting, managing time and resources, and working collaboratively.”\textsuperscript{65} In a virtual environment, students must be intentional about self-monitoring their progress and implementing individual strategy to achieve their goals as there can be more distractions in a virtual work environment than when they are confined to an office cube or desk in a physical location.

4. Virtual Externship Challenges

Supervision of remote externs requires more structure, intentionality, and involvement to ensure that the educational objectives of the externship program are being met. Virtual externships present a professional development opportunity not just for students, but also for externship site supervisors. In most instances, supervision remains a management challenge rather than a technology issue. In a fully remote environment (especially during a time of crisis), more individual student engagement and meetings may be required to ensure the quality of the educational experience. The virtual environment lends itself to greater autonomy for the extern, which is great practice for handling their own caseload in the future. It can be easy for supervisors to fall into micro-management mode rather than taking an approach that is goal-oriented and results driven.

In the externship setting there is a tripartite relationship between the externship site supervisor, the extern and the faculty program supervisor. In a virtual experience, the faculty supervisor and the externship site supervisor must also engage remotely to ensure that the educational objectives of the academic program are being met.\textsuperscript{66} This communication could occur through email, videoconference calls, phone calls or other means. Additionally, the faculty supervisor will have to conduct virtual site visits or other alternative arrangements instead of in-person site visits to facilitate connections between the school and the placement site. One benefit of embracing the virtual work environment is that it can lead to greater engagement and collaboration with externship site supervisors as part of regular group virtual “remote supervision conversations”. In this new environment, supervisors may be more willing to take time to come together with other supervisors to discuss the challenges, rewards, and best practices of remote supervision as it is a new form of management and supervision for them. It also provides an opportunity for the law school faculty supervisor to provide additional training and resources to its program partners and also work with other departments within the law school such as alumni relations to engage supervisors in relevant CLE programs.

Some externship site placements are more conducive to remote work than others. For example, in an advocacy placement such as a District Attorney’s Office or a Public Defender’s


\textsuperscript{64} See MacCrate Report, supra note 18 at 76-79.


\textsuperscript{66} ABA Standard 304(d)(ii), \textit{supra} note 11.
Office, students have self-selected these types of opportunities for the in-court litigation experience or direct exposure to clients. In instances where remote court proceedings are not possible or permitted, limiting the scope of the placement to legal research and writing may not be sufficient to meet the students’ educational goals and the organizations’ needs. In situations where it is necessary for students to be present in court, an in-person or hybrid experience may be the best option. Alternatively, new externship site opportunities may be available for remote placements outside of the geographic footprint of the law school, opening up the possibility for students to get substantive experience in a different practice area or with a different organization or mentoring attorney.

5. Virtual In-House Clinic Challenges

Clinical faculty, as compared to externships supervisors (practicing attorneys), may possibly have an easier adaptation to remote operation based upon experience from their distance learning environment at their law schools during COVID-19 pandemic. However, many challenges remain for clinical programs. Perhaps most taxing is the immediate impact the pandemic has had on the clinic clientele. Most often, clinic programs provide free legal representation for low-income clients. The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically and disproportionately impacted low-income communities of color. Similarly, adults with low incomes are more likely to have higher rates of chronic conditions compared to adults with high incomes, which could increase their risk of serious illness if infected with coronavirus. Many pop-up clinics formed across the country to respond to the increasing legal needs of these vulnerable populations. Clinical faculty and law students pivoted in their programs to adjust their work focus and consequently their learning experience.

Many law schools and courts were well situated to adjust to remote experiential learning regarding electronic case management of documents. Prior to the pandemic, many, if not all, law clinics already utilized an electronic, cloud-based legal practice management software, such as CLIO. Clinic students could smoothly and effortlessly transition to logging into the software program from home, instead of the clinic office.

One of the biggest hurdles for both clinic programs and externships during a pandemic is developing a new mechanism for meeting with clients. Often low-income clients do not have internet access, nor computers, which would be necessary for virtual attorney client meetings. While students learn a great deal from interviewing their clients in-person, the pandemic forced a shift to alternative forms of communication. For clinics that serve low-income clientele who have technology challenges, students and attorneys must develop creative methods for client interactions. Often law students are more adept at developing alternative communication technology such as google-hangouts or “Whats App.” Other creative methods to in-person contact with appropriate social distancing could be arranged to allow for client contact.

67 “More than one in three (35%) non-elderly adults with household incomes below $15,000 are at higher risk of serious illness if infected with coronavirus, compared to about one in seven (16%) adults with household incomes greater than $50,000.” Koma, et. al., Low-Income and Communities of Color at Higher Risk of Serious Illness if Infected with Coronavirus, KFF (May 7, 2020), https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/low-income-and-communities-of-color-at-higher-risk-of-serious-illness-if-infected-with-coronavirus/.

As court proceedings came to an immediate and grinding halt mid-March 2020, adaptations to litigation-based clinic programs shifted their modus operandi. Many clinics across the country responded by providing new services to cover pandemic related legal representation, while other clinics worked to address their current clientele’s special needs during the pandemic. Court systems scrambled to offer remote proceedings in a secure manner. Participating in remote court proceedings presented unique challenges to the student and supervisor relationship. Typically, clinical faculty provide advice on whether to make an objection to testimony or admission of evidence. Student practice rules, i.e. Pa. Rule 322, require the supervising attorney to be personally present throughout the proceeding where the legal extern is practicing under the faculty member’s license. Traditionally, a law student sits closely by a supervisor in court to receive advice throughout the proceedings. Advice between a clinical supervisor and clinic student comes in the form of a quiet whisper out of judicial earshot, or a scribbled note on paper. Switching to remote proceedings impacted the ability of the law student and supervisor to sit side-by-side, requiring creative communication techniques during the court hearing. Students and supervisors can switch to text messaging or google chats to correspond during the court hearing and create another avenue of communication between client, student and supervisor. Alternative communication techniques between client and lawyer may be challenging if the client does not have access to a phone, or a separate screen during the proceedings. Many clients struggle to find secure and confidential locations to participate in the proceeding and therefore would struggle to participate in the hearing and simultaneously communicate with their attorney.

Remote experiential learning opportunities provide yet another unique opportunity for students to develop their professional identity and professional responsibility skills as a future practicing attorney. Students who are participating in either clinics or externships will need to consider issues such as: professional attire to participate in remote proceedings, professional backgrounds or virtual computer background, and professional name identify which appears on screens, to name just a few. Student and faculty may not have a professional office setting in their home environment, which could impact their professional appearance. Furthermore, attorneys and students working from home must address issues related to client confidentiality, record storage, etc. Students will need to establish procedures for secure access to client confidential records and information, which may present challenges in a home environment if living in a residence with other people. While offices may have established electronic case management systems decades ago, students may have only accessed the files from office space before the pandemic. Students and lawyers alike must develop methods for securing client information confidentially in the home office environment but also must develop methods for confidential client calls.

One classic clinical learning experience is a mock hearing event. Clinical faculty commonly develop a mock hearing for students to have the opportunity to practice their direct and cross examination skills, admission of evidence, etc. very early in their learning experience. Through practice, a nervous law student can work out the kinks of simple acts like handing a piece of evidence to a witness prior to doing this for the first time in a real case proceeding. Remote office operations would impact the ability to students to practice these techniques in a
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mock courtroom setting. However, law students may be uniquely adept at adapting to remote hearings. Furthermore, a clinical or externship experience that provides the law student with the opportunity to participate in remote proceedings add the additional necessary skills to students’ toolboxes of skillsets. Clinical faculty could discuss each of these issues with students as part of the reflective learning process.

For clinics that operate an interdisciplinary office environment that allows law students to interact with members of other professions, the shift to remote learning presented an additional impact on those spontaneous or planned interactions. Often interdisciplinary collaboration occurs in person through planned or perhaps even more likely in unplanned interactions in office environment. The richness of the dialogue adds to the learning experience for law students and value to clients as well.70 Transitioning to remote operations does not necessarily limit those valuable learning experiences but creativity is needed to allow for continued interactions across disciplines. For example, students can arrange google hangouts for chat sessions, organize a special Microsoft Teams channel or set-up private meeting rooms in forums such as zoom.

B. Shifting Pedagogy to Include Best Practices for Virtual Experiential Education

We propose shifting existing experiential learning pedagogy to be inclusive of best remote practices to train law students in essential skills for the virtual workplace, which include workflow efficiency, technology adeptness, project management, communication skills, and professionalism. There are two components to externship and clinic courses: (1) the substantial lawyering experience in a practical legal setting which may include assisting clients, performing legal research and writing, conducting hearings, etc.; and (2) the academic classroom component where students assess performance and reflect on experience. Transition of the academic classroom component to a virtual platform is relatively seamless. Experiential learning pedagogy already includes many of the best practices of the virtual classroom including smaller class sizes of 10-20 students,71 multiple modes of student participation such as student presentations, case rounds, small group discussion, and various forms of assessment through the semester in the form of evaluations and reflective journals or essays.

While the focus of this article is not a comprehensive overview of best practices for online legal education, we will discuss some important elements to incorporate into an online clinic or externship class as well as best practices for structuring the virtual student practice experience. When developing a completely virtual or hybrid experiential learning class, it can be very effective to blend both asynchronous and synchronous components. Live or synchronous teaching lends
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itself well to dialogue and discussion which is essential for learning from practice and the development of assessment and reflective lawyering skills. Asynchronous or pre-recorded class components can help clinicians explain technical aspects of the clinic or externship course such as time log entry or case management note systems, which has the added benefit of allowing students to return to view those “how-to” videos later once students have had a chance to apply the learning in practice by actually completing and submitting their time log into the case management software.

Many synchronous legal education classes are held via zoom or other videoconference software and for good reason. “When all students are on webcam, faculty can read body language and organically call on students (whether that be cold-call or using volunteers) much as they would in a residential classroom.” Virtual classroom platforms such as zoom generally work well for “circle” and small group discussion through breakout rooms. Ensuring that students feel comfortable bringing their whole identity into the virtual teaching platform is important to creating an inclusive learning space where all students feel invited to participate. This starts by fostering a sense of connection and belonging online. In the experiential learning space, vulnerability is a key component of learning from practice and moving on from misconceptions, mistakes, and failures (as well as celebrating successes). As one externship colleague Nadiyah Humber suggested, it can be helpful to ask students to bring an object they identify with or feel represents them to class to share as part of initial introductions. This reinforces that students should bring their whole selves and identities to practice and helps to foster personal connections among the students. For adult learners with access to the appropriate technology, zoom has the potential to reduce participation inequities that occur in a formal classroom setting as it allows for multiple modes of participation whether it is through polling, annotation, the chat function or by offering live comments.

Most pedagogical changes occur in relation to component one of the clinic or externship experience, which is the legal setting itself. Once these challenges are identified and addressed, they can serve as opportunities to develop remote work competencies necessary for lawyers to succeed in the current legal marketplace. It is important to keep in mind that a complete shift to the virtual workplace environment in the context of a global health pandemic triggered trauma for many students (and vulnerable client populations) as a result of concerns for the health and safety of friends, family members and others which took precedence over academic priorities. Additionally, in a non-pandemic context where social distancing guidelines are eased, the perceived social isolation of working remotely may not carry the same challenges as students are free to continue engaging with the world in their “typical” social, recreational and other settings. One key lesson learned from the pandemic has been the importance of our social connection. Incorporating one or more classroom sessions on resilience tools, self-care and well-being practices are useful in the experiential learning curriculum as it helps students learn how to put self-care into practice when they need it most.

73 See id. at 13.
We offer several strategies below for dealing with the three primary challenges of virtual experiences: (1) security and access; (2) communication and engagement; and (3) project management and structure. These strategies are also summarized in Appendix 1 in a Virtual Clinic and Externship Checklist. In the virtual practice setting, it is important to spend time discussing the student’s designated workspace. This is important for several reasons. It will be the site of virtual professional interactions with clients, colleagues, supervisors as well as the judiciary so it should be a private space with a professional (even virtual) backdrop that is free from all electronic listening devices or family members, partners or roommates who are not participating in the experience. It may be a shared space, but ground rules for use and participation in the space should be discussed. This is essential for ensuring client confidentiality, but also for instilling the student with confidence to perform as a professional. If the designated workspace is not free from background distractions or if the student does not feel comfortable sharing insight into their private home space through video, they can consider using a virtual background. Professional dress is also important. Students may fall into the trap of wearing comfortable clothing since they are working from home, but in all cases, students should continue to dress in professional business attire just as they would at the office. For some students, professional dress and a morning ritual can have a huge impact on setting the stage for a productive workday.

For example, Yvette was an extern with a state agency. Initially, she found it difficult to stay motivated while working from home. She soon discovered the importance of a ritual for getting herself into the mindset of transitioning from home space to workspace. In the morning, she would get dressed in a suit, have her breakfast and then physically leave her apartment space to walk around the block. When she returned, she was now “at work” and more focused on the day’s tasks that were assigned to her.

Once the student has set up and discussed their designated work space with their supervisor, the next step to establishing a successful virtual practice is to discuss what equipment the student will be using and how they will access the necessary resources to review client files, conduct research, save work product and receive feedback on work product. There is no one-size fits all solution as each clinic and externship office has their own policies and procedures related to data, security and privacy. In an externship or clinic environment, it is most often the case that the student is using their own personal laptop to connect remotely to a cloud server or shared case management software. To receive security clearance and address access issues, it may be necessary for students participating in a hybrid experience to do some in-person onboarding in the office so that their email credentials and other security information can be set up in advance.

Not unlike an in-person clinic or externship experience, students should create a set schedule of office hours and communicate them to their supervisor. Especially for part-time experiences during the semester (10-12 hours/week), consistency in schedule is helpful for ensuring engagement and maintaining that virtual connection. A student’s set schedule or office hours can be shared on a group calendar, via a shared personal calendar function or included as part of the participating student’s email signature block as a reminder to the supervisor and their colleagues. In addition to knowing when students are available, students and supervisors should prepare for more frequent meetings in a virtual or hybrid experiential setting. Daily meetings are often necessary to ensure communication and maintain connection. As previously discussed, videoconference meetings are best, but students and supervisors should also
discuss other forms of communication that are acceptable such as text, email, chat functions, etc. As part of the student’s professional development, supervisors can place responsibility on the student to schedule and run daily or weekly virtual check-in meetings, including the development of a meeting agenda.

If time demands on externship or clinic supervisors do not permit daily meetings, then consider alternative attorney or staff members who may be available to engage with students. It does not always have to be the main supervising attorney who exclusively engages with the student. In fact, assigning a mentor or junior attorney as well as a staff member to meet regularly with the student can provide them with additional perspective on the workplace culture and the role of additional employees within the organization. Additionally, regular drop-in office hours that are hosted on a virtual platform can be attended by a rotation of different attorneys from the externship office or the clinic, giving students a more informal chance to “check-in” in lower pressure setting. Furthermore, consider connecting other externs or clinics students with one another and require them to meet, even for informal brainstorming or sharing sessions. In an in-person setting, externs often bounce ideas off one another. However, in a virtual space, their schedule may not overlap or if they are not working on the same assignment, they may not interact with other students, thus losing out on a joint learning opportunity. In externship placements that only have one extern, the faculty supervisor should consider pairing externs from different placements together as a type of accountability partner to offer ongoing encouragement and support.

Creating a supervisor-student relationship that is built on trust is key to the virtual or hybrid externship or clinic experience. Autonomy has been linked to greater lawyer happiness and supervisors should resist the urge to micro-manage students’ schedules. At the same time, it is important to give students a variety of both short-term and long-term projects so that students have a variety of tasks that they can draw upon to work on during downtime while they are awaiting a new assignment. There should still be a central repository or supervisor who is tasked with receiving and collecting individual attorney feedback on the students’ work product to ensure that it is received by the student. Establishing a formal mechanism by which students’ work will be evaluated and critiqued helps to set expectations for the students and leads to improved work product. In addition, supervisors should continue to invite students to engage in regular office or team meetings, client meetings, court proceedings, strategy sessions and any other collaborative events that are held virtually. Lastly, do not forget about opportunities for informal engagement that allow the student and supervisor to get to know each other on a personal level. Brown Bag Lunch sessions (across a spectrum of externship placements can even work) or virtual coffee chats are a few suggestions. Students might even consider recording an e-introduction video and sending it out to everyone in the office.

1. Virtual Clinic Best Practices

Students participating in a remote clinical program can benefit from the same learning opportunities as in-person including developing client relationships, problem solving, research and writing and even courtroom advocacy in virtual courtroom. Clinical faculty must review their learning objectives for the clinic program and identify new methods to accomplish the teaching
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goals. Clinical faculty should be very clear and direct in setting expectations for clinic students yet allow for spontaneity in responding to ever-evolving world and learning circumstances. Best practice methods for virtual clinics include setting clear expectations of learning objectives at beginning of semester; holding frequent, scheduled student / supervisor interactions; hosting virtual office hours; scheduling regular case / project review meetings; arranging virtual chat sessions for students to interact without a supervisor present for bonding and learning; coordinating one-on-one meetings to prep for court hearings; and developing a mechanism for student/supervisor conversations during court proceedings, etc. A key to success for virtual clinical programs is finding a method to support the community-feel that would normally spontaneously develop in the clinic office space. Effort on the part of the clinical faculty can help to ensure that students can develop a similar clinic community feeling virtually. More experienced clinic students can assist faculty members by taking a leading role in developing and mentoring the new clinic students.

For example, certified legal intern and clinic student Caroline, participated in a virtual court hearing along with her supervisor in the legal representation of teenage client. She developed mechanisms to communicate with her supervisor during court (zoom chat), and to communicate with her client and supervisor during court (google hangout) while maintaining a professional presence and serving as strong advocate in the courtroom. Caroline then moved home for the summer and interned in a legal services office. Attorneys in that office had not yet developed all the communication techniques and Caroline was able to share her learned expertise from her clinic experience. Caroline will carry those learning moments throughout her career.

2. Virtual Externship Best Practices

The remote externship setting (and with it the remote supervision environment) is a professional development opportunity for both the student and the supervisor. It allows for unique learning objectives to be met such as self-directedness, project management, and communication skills. In the midst of the last economic recession, William Henderson wrote about the need for the legal industry “to adopt a more system- and process-oriented approach to legal problems.”76 This shift towards training lawyers to be project managers has implications in today’s legal market as well. Specialized knowledge remains important, but this knowledge training must be coupled with supervisory practices that are outcomes and goal-oriented rather than micro-management based. Completely virtual or hybrid externship experiences, give students the opportunity to manage their own workload, to structure their schedule for individual productivity and success and to train themselves in the discipline of self-accountability. In order to ensure that students can still learn about office culture and avoid social isolation in a virtual setting, it is necessary for faculty and externship site supervisors to embed opportunities for social interaction within the program, including communicating face-to-face via videoconference technology whenever possible.77 Maintaining a well-rounded experience with opportunities for observation, collaboration, client/supervisor/colleague interaction are essential to the virtual
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experience which should not simply be limited to conducting legal research and writing remotely from home.

Part VI. The Broader Lessons - Virtual Work in the Experiential Setting Can Lead the Way for Transforming Modern Legal Education Post-Pandemic

COVID-19 has facilitated was has been called “the greatest work from home experiment in our nation’s history”. When the pandemic ends, it will have forever altered our sense of normal operations. As a result of this global experiment, many have hypothesized that the practice of law will continue in a completely virtual or hybrid virtual and in-person fashion. The experience has shown that attorneys can remain productive working from home and continue to meet their clients’ expectations. Sixty-seven percent of respondents surveyed from 25 private firms indicated that they would like their job to stay remote (or partially remote) even after the pandemic ends. To stay in pace with current market practices, law schools should continue with some form of virtual legal training to better prepare lawyers for future practice. Just as medical schools are integrating telemedicine training into undergraduate medical education, law schools should begin integrating tele-lawyering experiences in their curriculum as well. Experiential learning classes such as externships and clinics, serve as the perfect laboratory for continuing to educate law students on the technology and innovation necessary for practice.

Experiential legal education might be best suited for an online format as it uses an active pedagogy and does not rely solely on lecture and the Socratic method. Instead it flips the classroom towards a student-driven and student-centered experience that allows for enhanced engagement in a virtual setting. Many of the common best practices for online synchronous education, are already incorporated into experiential learning courses as a baseline including small group discussion, clinical case rounds, reflective papers or journals, self-assessments and evaluations, group projects and presentations, in-class group breakouts and scenario discussions.

81 Id. (Interestingly, when broken down by demographic role, 100% of associates were interested in continuing some form of remote work, while only 54% of managing partners responded affirmatively, indicating generational differences in preference).
83 Elizabeth Cooper, The Case for Structured Rounds, in Transforming the Education of Lawyers: The Theory and Practice of Clinical Pedagogy 151 (Bryant, et. al. eds. 2016).
A. Advocating for a Hybrid Model

Experiential learning should reflect practice and as the legal profession moves towards acceptance of a hybrid model of work where attorneys have the flexibility to work from home part of the time and work in the office or attend court hearings the other half of the time, it makes sense for schools to adapt their educational programming to embrace this model as well. The Federal Bar Association surveyed its membership and found that 45% of respondents indicated that they are considering or have implemented a reduction in their physical office footprint as a result of the pandemic.85

Historically, the legal profession has valued “facetime” in the office to show your dedication to the work and to be presented with the best assignments and opportunities for mentorship. This model has long disadvantaged women, lawyers of color, working parents and those attorneys with other competing caretaking or personal health obligations.86 As millennials demand more “work-life blend”, they are demonstrating that hybrid models are not just important for mental health, but they provide the autonomy and flexibility that this generation of lawyers demands in the workplace.87 Known for switching jobs regularly and showing less loyalty to companies, the flexibility of hybrid arrangements can address the attrition concerns that many employers fear. Additionally, lessened productivity and lack of availability are other concerns that employers share when their employees work from home. However, a randomized control study of 1,000 call-center workers from a Chinese travel company revealed that productivity increased by 13% and attrition rates decreased by 50% when employees were permitted to work virtually 4 days per week.88

It is important to note that the Chinese teleworkers who participated in the telework study were required to work from a dedicated home office space and also worked in-person one day per week. Nicholas Bloom, one of the co-authors of the study, reveals his belief that some form of in-person collaboration (even if it is only one day per week) is necessary for fostering creativity and innovation and keeping staff motivated.89 Indeed, another criticism of fully remote work is that it creates social or organizational isolation, loneliness and burnout.90

B. Addressing Social Isolation and Inclusion

87 “Importantly, work-life blend is not about working less; rather, a blended environment allows each individual to access their highest achieving self in the most productive place at the most productive time.” J.P. Box, Navigating the Pandemic by Embracing the Wisdom of Millennials, Law Prac. Today (June 15, 2020), https://www.lawpracticetoday.org/article/navigating-pandemic-embracing-wisdom-millennials/?utm_source=Jun20&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Jun20LPTemail.
In many ways, remote work strips away some external factors and brings students face-to-face with intrinsic factors related to their success: personal motivation, discipline, and self-management. Law faculty must help future lawyers understand the role that emotions play in our work experiences and the importance educating lawyers about self-reflection. The reflective lawyering pedagogy in experiential education allows students to identify what is going on inside themselves as they are engaged in the work which is helpful for beginning to teach them about resilience and self-care strategies necessary to succeed in the profession. Cultivation of reflective thinking also allows students to understand how we are influenced by our relationships, our connections, our environment and our own internal states. Reflective learning also helps students examine their habits and assumptions – all things we seek to explore through experiential learning.

Strategies for countering the social isolation and loneliness that workers experience in a virtual setting have been studied in the telemedicine space. In a small Australian study of tele-nurses, researchers proposed a framework for how remote nurses can cultivate a sense of belonging through technology. Informal communication mechanisms, which the authors dub “communication out of character” such as group chat functions allowed tele-nurses to connect with their colleagues in a non-official role capacity which aided in their ability to cope with difficult situations, learn their profession, plot progression by seeking advice during ongoing situations and reassert their role within the organization. This type of “water cooler talk” that happens outside the daily tasks and assignments is important for giving us insight into our co-worker’s personal identities and allows for greater connection.

Experiential learning can create the essential opportunities to allow for informal communication and relationship-building as part of an inclusive virtual work environment. Both formal and informal programs create multiple avenues of access to allow the student to obtain insight into the office culture and interact with a variety of people. This includes more frequent check-ins, which may occur on a daily basis, invitations to participate in team or client meetings, virtual videoconference “drop-in” office hours where students can sign on to chat with a supervisor or attorney and can ask questions without feeling pressured to present a more formal presentation seeking specific feedback, and virtual brown bag presentations or virtual coffee with other attorneys in the office. In a hybrid externship or clinic, students may utilize their one day in-person at the office to spend time expanding their professional networking by inviting attorneys to coffee or lunch or by scheduling a problem-solving session with other externs.

C. Creating New Opportunities for Access to Justice

While not the primary focus of this article, it bears mentioning that an increase in virtual externship and clinics presents an opportunity for law schools and law students to help fill the access to justice gap by providing legal services to underserved or rural communities. Since work is not linked to place in a virtual experience, experiential programs can expand beyond the geographic footprint of the law school and employ their human capital in areas with unmet needs. Serving these “legal deserts”91 through tele-lawyering is a possibility but does require

clients to have phone or internet access. According to the Pew Research Center, 96% of Americans own a cell phone and nearly 75% own a laptop or desktop computer. Virtual externships and clinics also offer an opportunity for easier collaboration across physical office branches or locations, allowing students to team up with different attorneys (and different clients) across the country.

For clients who may be resistant to or unfamiliar with certain types of technology, it can be helpful to remind them of the familiarity they do have with certain tools they may use in other contexts such as online appointments, email messaging and videocalls through cell phone functionality like FaceTime rather than videoconference tools. In the direct-to-consumer telehealth space, researchers have found that although the cost-per visit is lower for the telehealth visit versus an in-person appointment, increased utilization of the telehealth service modality resulted in greater spending rather than cost-savings for the telehealth companies and health plans. In the legal space, the convenience of tele-lawyering services has the potential to encourage greater utilization of legal services (whether in a nonprofit or for-profit setting) which could have an impact on clients health, safety, and well-being as social determinants of health are addressed in a legal setting.

Virtual externships and clinics also present a practical solution for part-time law students, commuter law students or law students with care-taking or parenting obligations that may prevent them from being able to dedicate substantial time outside of scheduled classes on an experiential learning opportunity. Since the ABA lifted the prohibition on paid externships for academic credit in 2016, virtual externships offer students with financial need a flexible option to pursue their educational goals in a practical legal setting.

VII. Conclusion

Tele-lawyering and virtual or hybrid law practice is here to stay. Clinical and externship faculty are accustomed to using challenges in practice as learning opportunities to educate students. Experiential learning faculty should utilize the COVID-19 crisis as an opportunity to reflect on the realities of remote work and to develop best practices for future hybrid virtual legal practice experiences. While there may be some circumstances where virtual practice is no substitute for in-person work, in many situations virtual practice can indeed be beneficial and convenient for clients and lawyers alike. Furthermore, as the legal profession continues to

95 Hazel Genn, When Law is Good for Your Health: Mitigating the Social Determinants of Health through Access to Justice, 72 CURRENT LEGAL PROB. 159 (2019).
transition to a fully or at a minimum partially virtual format, it is incumbent upon legal educators to consider how they might continue teaching effectively online in a post-pandemic world in order to ensure that law students have the necessary skills to succeed in a virtual legal practice. Medical schools have embraced clinical training in tele-medicine as an essential element of medical education97 and law schools should follow suit with clinical training in tele-lawyering. Furthermore, in some areas of the law, virtual lawyering practices are not new although some have been more successful than others.98 Law students need to learn how to maintain communication, how to stay accountable, how to manage their duties to themselves, their clients, their supervisors and their families – all while operating in a virtual environment. All of these are important skills that are essential to the formation of law student professional identity. The upside of remote clinical and externship work is that it promotes the development of self-directness and project management skills in law students – skills that are essential to the modern lawyer operating in the virtual office.

97 See WASEH AND DICKER, supra note 82.
98 See Paul D. Carrington, Virtual Arbitration, 15 OHIO ST. J. on DISP. RESOL. 669 (2000); see also Sami Kallel, Online Arbitration, 25 J. INT’L ARB. 345 (2008); compare WALSH, supra note 42.
Appendix 1: Virtual Clinic and Externship Checklist

On-Boarding & Orientation Questions

I. Designated Workspace
   - What is the student’s designated workspace?
   - Is it free of electronic listening devices (such as Alexa or Google Assistant)?
   - Is it shared with others?
   - How will sensitive conversations be protected in the space?

II. Necessary Resources and Equipment
   - Will the student use their personal computer or one from the externship/clinic site?
   - Will the student use their personal email or work email?
   - Does the student have internet access? Is it a secure network?
   - Does the student have access to a work voicemail or phone number?
   - If the student is required to make calls will they use their personal cell phone?
     (Recommend a Google Voice Number or other private number)
   - How will the student access the case file(s) or other relevant materials?
   - Where will the student save and share their work product?
   - Is there a written work from home protocol or data privacy and security policy that outlines how to ensure confidentiality of materials and how resources are permitted to be used?

III. Structure & Schedule
   - Has the student identified their regularly workdays and hours? (Recommend that the student include their “office hours” in their email signature block)
   - Is the supervisor comfortable with the student having flexible starting and ending times?
   - How often will supervisor and student meet? What communication platform will they use for regularly scheduled meetings? For informal check-ins?
   - What will be the student’s and supervisor’s primary means of communication? (Phone calls, chat, text, video, email, etc.)
   - Will the supervisor hold informal open “office hours” via a drop-in videoconference communication platform?
   - How will the student receive feedback on their work product?

Engagement Strategies to Promote Inclusion

- Weekly meetings are a must, and daily check-ins by the student about their progress are helpful
- Videoconference technology is best for fostering virtual connection (but consider privacy issues)
- Supervisors or other mentor attorneys can hold virtual drop-in office hours for impromptu “open door” informal questions and feedback
- Assign both short and long-term projects for downtime
- Supervisors should include the student in opportunities to observe court proceedings and participate in client/staff/strategy meetings virtually
- Assign a mentor or junior attorney to serve as an attorney point-of-contact and resource when the main supervisor is not available
- If the externship or clinic site hosts multiple students, consider pairing students up to be accountability partners
- Create virtual brown bag lunches or virtual coffee events where students can learn from experts in the office (or outside the office) in particular subject matter areas
- Conduct a virtual office tour and/or virtual introductions to staff and other attorneys